In response to Glăveanu's critique of creativity research, this commentator argues that the highly productive research program that he has carried out over the past 45 years exemplifies almost all of the recommendations put forward in the critique. In particular, this extensive program has (a) asked bold, new, and surprising questions, (b) reflected on definitions rather than simply taking them for granted, (c) challenged traditional units of analysis, (d) looked for unique, interesting samples and developed new methods, and (e) built new theory rather than just cite it. The program's researcher might only be accused of failing to think practically about his conclusions. The comment closes by discussing the difficulties involved in pursuing such a rich research program as well as speculating on whether the field of creativity really should have numerous researchers engaged in such programs.
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Although still only in my mid-60s, I consider myself now a "grand old man" of creativity research. I first began to familiarize myself with this research topic in the late 1960s, when I was an undergraduate. Although the 1970 thesis that resulted was not published until a decade later, some of its empirical predictions were tested in my 1973 "master's thesis" which was published in 1975. Since earning my doctoral degree in 1976 for a dissertation on the "social psychology of creativity," I have averaged about 10 publications per year -journal articles, chapters, books, encyclopedia entries, etc. -more than two thirds of which address some theoretical, empirical, or methodological topic concerning creativity. I am still publishing in top refereed journals today. All told, with the exception of one or two older colleagues (who I will refrain from naming), I probably can claim the longest long-term perspective on this research area than anybody currently active in the field.
Better yet, over the past four decades I have carried out a research program that exemplifies almost all of the half-dozen recommendations put forward in Glăveanu's critique. Let me check them off one by one. 191 1. Ask bold, new, and surprising questions? Check! Rather than toot my own horn, I will just mention the honors that my research has received, including a best book award, several best article awards, and numerous career awards from different professional organizations (most notably, perhaps, the E. Paul Torrance Award from the National Association for Gifted Children which explicitly honored the creativity of my creativity research). I think it is not immodest to claim that I have empirically tested hypotheses that nobody ever thought were capable of testing -and continue to do so. For example, I recently published three articles (two empirical and one theoretical) that should completely change the debate about the relation between creativity and psychopathology (Damian & Simonton, 2014; Simonton, 2014a Simonton, , 2014b . Yes, the implications are that striking! 2. Reflect on definitions, do not simply take them for granted? I have devoted considerable effort to developing a three-criterion, quantitative and multiplicative definition of creativity that I believe has critical implications both theoretical and empirical (Simonton, 2012) . For example, this definition has been extended to the critical distinction between little-c and Big-C creativity (Simonton, 2013c) . Moreover, the definition provides the foundation not just for a major theory of creativity (Simonton, 2013a ; see more below) but also for a novel approach to the question of free will (Simonton, 2013b) . veloping a comprehensive and precise theory of creativity are well known. My fellow creativity researchers may or may not appreciate the idea that creativity can be best explained in terms of blind variation and selective retention, but at least I cannot be faulted for not working out the formal details and making the necessary connections with the cognitive, personality, developmental, and sociocultural aspects of the phenomenon. In fact, at present this work constitutes the only current theory of creativity that has generated and tested precise and unique empirical predictions. Nor was this any fly-by-night endeavor. These efforts began in the 1980s and continue today (e.g., Simonton, 2010).
6. Think practically about your conclusions? Oops, no. Nobody's perfect. I am not an educational, industrial/organizational, or clinical psychologist but rather a psychological scientist engaged in pure research. Given that most of my inquiries concentrate on Big-C creativity, it becomes less likely that such research will come up with useful suggestions about increasing little-c creativity. The best I can say for myself on this score is that a couple of my most mainstream studies have rather direct implications for increasing everyday creativity (e.g., Ritter et al., 2012) . But I'm ok with being able check "yes!" on five out of six items on Glăveanu's wish list. Presumably, if many other creativity researchers score as high, even if on different items, our research area should no longer find itself in crisis. Furthermore, if I could do it, why not others too? Can I serve as a role model?
At this point, I must interject two reservations First, pursuing such a research program is not easy. I have elsewhere recounted all of the obstacles that were thrown in my way, so I will not detail them here (Simonton, 2002) . Worse yet, the current job market in academe -at least in countries following the North American model -has raised even more barriers. The current emphasis is on quantity over quality, with the subsequent necessity of publishing numerous short studies in high-prestige journals with incredibly rigorous rejection rates that require multiple revisions and resubmissions. Young job candidates often find themselves triaged from the get-go just because they have no publication yet in Psychological Science. watersheds, they may find themselves boating different streams and eventually sailing on oceans far apart. To me, the only way to preserve unity in such diversity is to make sure that everybody is on the same page with respect to fundamentals -particularly core definitions and basic theory. Although I myself have offered recommendations with respect to both of these desiderata, I am under no illusions about whether that consensus will ever happen. Creativity researchers are too creative.
I hope to live sufficiently longer to learn whether these two reservations are justified.
